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Pro/MECHANICA® verstehen lernen
Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire(中文版)零件设计高级篇
本书介绍了使用Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 2.0进行模具零件设计的过程和方法。主
要内容包括:Pro/ENGINEERWildfire使用基础知识,Pro/ENGINEER
Wildfire模具设计基本过程,模具模型的创建,模具设计综合实例等。

Pro/Engineer Wildfire 4.0 In Simple Steps
The Sport Americana Baseball Card Price
Guide
Pro/ENGINEER-Praktikum
Understand and use the software of choice by
engineers, technicians, and manufacturers! This book
provides an experience-based familiarity with the
design capabilities of Pro/ENGINEER WildfireTM, one
of the most prevalent CAD/CAM software programs in
the world. Practical, step-by-step tutorials are
incorporated throughout, familiarizing readers with
key elements of the user interface and enabling
beginners to get comfortable with the basics of the
software. Coverage is elemental in scope, and
provides valuable insight into the methodology of
Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire in the creation of fundamental
models. Drawing, assembly, and feature operations
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are explored in later chapters. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Machine Design
Aerospace Engineering
本书介绍Pro/E中文野火版模具设计的方法,指导用户一步步完成模具设计。书中的实例全部来自生
产实践,结合实例详细介绍了模具模型的创建、分型面的创建、体积块以及模具元件的创建、模具模拟开
模检测以及EMX4.0模架设计专家系统的运用等。

Proceedings of the ASME Heat Transfer
Division
This textbook introduces the readers to Pro/ENGINEER
Wildfire 5.0, the world s leading parametric solid
modeling software. In this textbook, the author
emphasizes on the solid modeling techniques that can
be used to improve the productivity and efficiency of
the users. Also, the chapters are structured in a
pedagogical sequence that makes this textbook very
effective in learning the features and capabilities of
the software.· Chapter 1: Introduction to
Pro/ENGINEER Wildfi re 5.0· Chapter 2: Creating
Sketches in the Sketch Mode-I· Chapter 3: Creating
Sketches in the Sketch Mode-II· Chapter 4: Creating
Base Features· Chapter 5: Datums· Chapter 6: Options
Aiding Construction of Parts-I· Chapter 7: Options
Aiding Construction of Parts-II· Chapter 8: Advanced
Modeling Tools-I· Chapter 9: Advanced Modeling ToolsPage 3/14
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II· Chapter 10: Advanced Modeling Tools-III· Chapter
11: Assembly Modeling· Chapter 12: Generating,
Editing, and Modifying Drawing Views· Chapter 13:
Dimensioning the Drawing Views· Chapter 14: Other
Drawing Options· Chapter 15: Surface Modeling·
Chapter 16: Working with Sheetmetal Components

The Engineer's and Contractor's Pocketbook
本书共分11篇,主要内容包括:Pro/ENGINEER的常用技巧、特征建立失败后的处理、高级
混合特征、高级扫描特征、扫描混合特征及以边界线建立曲面特征的设计,圆角建立的技巧、复杂圆角的
制作、其他的扭曲特征、在零件或装配件中加入程序以达到自动化设计等。

Design News
Mechanism Design with Creo Elements/Pro 5.0 is
designed to help you become familiar with Mechanism
Design, a module in the Creo Elements/Pro (formerly
Pro/ENGINEER) software family, which supports
modeling and analysis (or simulation) of mechanisms
in a virtual (computer) environment. Capabilities in
Mechanism Design allow users to simulate and
visualize mechanism performance. Using Mechanism
Design early in the product development stage could
prevent costly redesign due to design defects found in
the physical testing phase; therefore, contributing to
a more cost effective, reliable, and efficient product
development process. The book is written following a
project-based learning approach and covers the major
concepts and frequently used commands required to
advance readers from a novice to an intermediate
level. Basic concepts discussed include: model
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creation, such as body and joint definitions; analysis
type selection, such as static (assembly) analysis,
kinematics and dynamics; and results visualization.
The concepts are introduced using simple, yet
realistic, examples. Verifying the results obtained
from computer simulation is extremely important.
One of the unique features of this textbook is the
incorporation of theoretical discussions for kinematic
and dynamic analyses in conjunction with simulation
results obtained using Mechanism Design. The
theoretical discussions simply support the verification
of simulation results rather than providing an in-depth
discussion on the subjects of kinematics and
dynamics.

Pro/ENGINEER
Wildfire机械设计教程/Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire
instructor
本书内容包括:Pro/ENGINEER设计基础、基本操作、草绘截面、零件设计、装配设计、模型
编辑、工程图设计等。

Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 2.0 mo ju she ji
Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire MECHANICA
Structure Tutorial
Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0 is one of the most widely
used CAD/CAM software programs in the world today.
Designed in partnership with PTC for a one or two
semester undergraduate course for first or second
year engineering students, PRO/ENGINEER WILDFIRE
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5.0 is an extremely beneficial book for both aspiring
and newly employed engineers. The text involves
creating a new part, an assembly, or drawing, using a
set of Pro/E commands, walking you through the
process systematically and guiding you through
parametric design. While using this text, a student will
create individual parts, assemblies, and drawings.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Experimental and Computational
Evaluation of a Novel Implant Device for
Scoliosis Correction
The primary goal of Parametric Modeling with
Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 5.0 is to introduce the aspects
of solid modeling and parametric modeling. The text
is a hands-on, exercise-intensive approach to all the
important parametric modeling techniques and
concepts. This book contains a series of eleven
tutorial style lessons designed to introduce beginning
CAD users to the most commonly used features of
Pro/ENGINEER. Each lesson introduces a new set of
commands and concepts, building on previous
lessons. This text guides you from constructing basic
shapes to building intelligent solid models and
creating multi-view drawings. The basic premise of
this book is that the more designs you create, the
better you learn the software. This book will establish
a good basis for exploring and growing in the exciting
field of computer aided engineering. By the end of
this book the reader will advance to an intermediate
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level Pro/ENGINEER user.

Forbes
Pro/Engineer Wildfire Instructor
American Modeler
Bibliografija američkih knjiga prevedenih
u Srbiji i Crnoj Gori od 2000. do 2005.
godine
American Book Publishing Record
Die Anwendung moderner 3D-CAD-Systeme wie
Pro/ENGINEER erfordert neue methodische
Arbeitstechniken, die in diesem Buch behandelt
werden. Neben notwendigen anwendungsspezifischen
Voreinstellungen und Festlegungen wird in die
Bauteil- und Baugruppenmodellierung wie die damit
verbundene Ableitung von technischen Zeichnungen
eingeführt. Darüber hinaus werden fortgeschrittene
Modellierungstechniken behandelt. In allen
Abschnitten stehen die praktischen Übungen mit
geeigneten Konstruktionsbeispielen im Vordergrund.
Die aktuelle Auflage basiert vollständig auf Wildfire
5.0.
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The British National Bibliography
Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0 is one of the most widely
used CAD/CAM software programs in the world today.
Designed in partnership with PTC for a one or two
semester undergraduate course for first or second
year engineering students, PRO/ENGINEER WILDFIRE
5.0 is an extremely beneficial book for both aspiring
and newly employed engineers. The text involves
creating a new part, an assembly, or drawing, using a
set of Pro/E commands, walking you through the
process systematically and guiding you through
parametric design. While using this text, a student will
create individual parts, assemblies, and drawings.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Standard & Poor's Stock Reports
The purpose of Pro/ENGINEER Advanced Tutorial is to
introduce users to some of the more advanced
features, commands, and functions in Pro/ENGINEER
Wildfire 5.0. Each lesson concentrates on a few of the
major topics and the text attempts to explain the
"why's" of the commands in addition to a concise stepby-step description of new command sequences. This
book is suitable for a second course in Pro/ENGINEER
for users who understand the features covered in
Roger Toogood's Pro/ENGINEER Tutorial. The style
and approach of the previous tutorial have been
maintained. The material covered in this tutorial
represents an overview of what is felt to be commonly
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used and important functions. These include
customization of the working environment, advanced
feature creation (sweeps, round sets, draft and
tweaks, UDF's, patterns and family tables), layers,
Pro/PROGRAM, and advanced drawing and assembly
functions. Pro/ENGINEER Advanced Tutorial consists
of eight lessons. A continuing theme throughout the
lessons is the creation of parts for a medium-sized
modeling project. The project consists of a small threewheeled utility cart. Project parts are given at the end
of each lesson that utilize functions presented earlier
in that lesson. Final assembly is performed in the last
lesson.

Pro/ENGINEER WildfireTM 5.0
Jane's Defence Industry
Fully updated for the latest version of software,
Kelley’s Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 5.0 Instructor remains
organized around step-by-step tutorials — the most
effective way to teach and learn this procedureintensive CAD application. Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 5.0
Instructor provides a solid background in parametric
design and constraint-based modeling. In addition,
the comprehensive references make this text an all-inone tutorial, reference, and lecture guide for students
of Pro/ENGINEER. Kelley’s Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 5.0
Instructor is fully updated for the newest version of
the software and uses a very effective tutorial
approach to teach this procedure-intensive
application. Chapters start by covering selected topics
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in moderate detail, followed by one or more tutorials
covering the chapter's objectives and topics. At the
end of each chapter, practice problems are used to
reinforce concepts covered in the chapter and
previously in the book. An accompanying website
features solutions for instructors as well as ancillary
materials for reading and download.

Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire模具设计指导
Pro/ENGINEER
Wildfire(中文版)零件设计基础篇/PTC工程师系列丛书
Solid Modeling Using Pro/Engineer
Wildfire
Parametric Modeling With Pro/Engineer
Wildfire 5.0
Pro Engineer-Wildfire Instructor
本书结合实例和计算机辅助工程的发展现况,系统讲解了该软件的具体操作和实践应用。内容包括:计算
机辅助设计与参数化建模等基本概念、扫描和混合特征、装配建模等。

Book Review Index 2004 Cumulation
Mechanism Design with Creo
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Elements/Pro 5.0
Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0: For Engineers
And Designers (With Cd)
The Illustrated London News
Wildfire
In dem Band wird die Vorgehensweise unter dem
Finite-Elemente-Programm Pro/MECHANICA anhand
von anschaulichen Beispielen erläutert. Leser lernen
die wesentlichen Merkmale kennen: Aufbau des FEMModells, Analysen, Konvergenzmethoden,
Ergebnisauswertung. Alle Aufgaben werden Schritt für
Schritt erklärt und sind mit Screenshots illustriert. Die
2. Auflage ist mit Hinweisen zu den Verbesserungen
in Pro/MECHANICA Wildfire 5.0 versehen, zusätzliche
Tipps und Tricks sowie Referenzbeispiele machen die
Arbeitsschritte noch leichter verständlich.

Eureka
'Book Review Index' provides quick access to reviews
of books, periodicals, books on tape and electronic
media representing a wide range of popular,
academic and professional interests. More than 600
publications are indexed, including journals and
national general interest publications and
newspapers. 'Book Review Index' is available in a
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three-issue subscription covering the current year or
as an annual cumulation covering the past year.

O'Neil Database
Pro/Engineer Wildfire 4.0 is a complete and precise
book that helps you learn Pro/Engineer Wildfire 4.0 in
a simple and practical way. This book explains various
processes, such as sketch creation, feature creation,
components assembling and drawing, creation to
create 3D models in easy-to-learn steps. This book is
a good choice for the readers who want to learn
Pro/Engineer Wildfire 4.0 in a short span of time.

Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 5.0
Pro/ENGINEER(野火版)基础与实用教程/PTC工程师系列丛书
Provides tutorial style lessons that cover such topics
as creating a simple object, modeling utilities, datum
planes and sketcher tools, patterns and copies,
engineering drawings, and assembly operations.

Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire for Designers
Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0 Advanced
Tutorial
本书共分10章,主要内容包括:Pro/ENGINEER基本概念,2D剖面的设计、零件3D视角
的控制、基准特征的设计、实体特征的设计、曲面特征的设计及操作、零件设计变化、零件设计的其他
工能,其中第10章为零件与装配设计的精彩实例。
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Pro/ENGINEER WildfireTM 5.0
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